Harvest Operations Corp. is a diverse energy company, based out of Calgary, offering exposure to conventional upstream
oil and natural gas production and SAGD operations. We are focused on identifying opportunities to create and deliver
value with an active development program and a technical approach taken to maximize our assets. Harvest is committed
to protecting the health and well-being of our people, the public and the environment through every decision and action
taken each day.
Harvest has an immediate opening for a Senior Geologist reporting to the Reporting to the Area Manager. The Senior
Geologist position will be part of a multi-disciplinary subs-surface Business Development team that will be responsible for
identifying, evaluating and recommending projects of interest to the Company. Primary focus is on the identification of
economic drilling opportunities and the subsequent geological operational activities associated with annual drilling
programs. This position is an active and integral member of an Asset/Area team devoted to maximizing production and
reserves within a designated geographical area.
Key Responsibilities:

Undertake individual geological projects and operational drilling activities in conjunction with team and corporate
goals and objectives

Project work will focus largely on detailed geological assessments and analysis at a technologically advanced
level

Provide recommendations on potential drilling opportunities and development follow-up activities

Provide recommendations on potential EOR schemes, reservoir modeling, completion strategies, drilling
methods and production optimization

Evaluation of corporate land holdings including expiries, farm-out and joint venture opportunities

Evaluation of open crown, freehold land and industry held lands for potential land sale and acquisition potential

Cross-functional project involvement and integration with geophysical, engineering and land personnel

Active involvement in risk analysis, economic evaluations and the integration of geology, petrophysics, seismic
and engineering as a component of project development

Periodic report preparation including statistical analysis, geological assessment and project summaries.

Operational activities focused on geological well-site supervision and reporting
Qualifications:

A BSc. in Geology with a Professional Geologist designation or equivalent

10+ years of relevant experience in the oil and gas industry, with a wide range of experience in conventional
and unconventional resource development and business development

Familiarity with rock evaluation techniques, specialized mapping, petrophysical applications, reserve
assignments and risk analysis

Experience with Clastic Cretaceous to Triassic reservoirs in Northeastern British Columbia and Northwest
Alberta

Proficiency with oil and gas mapping software and volumetric assessment in probabilistic software, preferably
Kingdom, Geoscout and MMRA

Solid track record of evaluating prospects, identifying targets and implementing growth strategies implemented
through Horizontal geo-steering

Strong understanding of economic principles, financial objectives and industry business strategies.

High ethical and work standards.

Excellent communication skills with the ability to make recommendations to Senior Management and the ability
to work effectively with diverse personalities, functional groups and senior level staff.
Harvest Operations Corp. provides competitive compensation and a comprehensive benefit package including both short
term and long term incentive plans. We are committed to providing ongoing professional development and opportunities
for career advancement. Please visit Harvest’s website at www.harvestenergy.ca to learn more about our company.
Please send your resume and cover letter to:
Email: careers@harvestenergy.ca
*Please reference “Job Posting - #10083 – Senior Geologist” in the subject of your email.

Resumes will be accepted until August 6, 2018. We sincerely thank those who apply, however, only those applicants
selected for an interview will be contacted.

